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I. INTRODUCTION 
The recently developed perturbation theory (see [l, 21) of a X in the point 
spectrum with finite multiplicity m of a Banach or Hilbert space linear 
operator has been restricted to such h which are isolated in the spectrum. 
This restriction is needed to obtain analytic projections onto appropriate 
m-dimensional subspaces by means of a Cauchy formula loop integral of the 
resolvent, which appears to be used in all previous work except for [3]. 
We avoid this restriction by giving explicit formulas for the eigenvalue and 
eigenvector series covering all possible splitting cases. By the use of majorants, 
we also prove convergence of these series and give error estimates under 
suitable boundedness assumptions for a few special splitting cases, and 
these arguments appear to carry over to any given splitting case, although 
unfortunately with exceedingly heavy computation as the splitting becomes 
more complicated. This greatly extends the work of Rellich [3], which 
assumes A,, isolated and which is limited in statement and apparently in 
method to the simple splitting cases where either the unperturbed A,, is of 
multiplicity m = 1 or else splits in the first order perturbation into )1’s of 
multiplicity 1. We give an example (Section 10 of [4]) of a nonisolated A,, for 
which our boundedness and other assumptions hold. 
Because of the heavy, computational nature of this work, in this paper we 
merely give a summary of the results obtained. For proofs and details see the 
complete manuscript published on microfilm elsewhere [4]. 
* This research was supported at different times by the National Science Foundation 
and the O&e of Naval Research. Reproduction in whole or in part by U. S. federal 
agencies is permitted. 
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II. RESULTS 
For the formulation of our problem (which could be generalized), let Ws 
be a self-adjoint operator in the complex Hilbert space X with domain go, 
and let real ha be in the point spectrum of H, with finite multiplicity m, 
Thus with E. the unique spectral measure for H,,, A,, = E@((&}) X E: go 
is the X, eigenspace of Ho, m, = dimA,,, 1 2 m, < + 00. As the given 
perturbation of Ho we consider H,, 
H, = H,, + ST, (1) 
where s is the complex perturbation parameter and T is a given closed (not 
necessarily bounded or symmetric) linear operator in X whose domain .9 
includesJ,,, and hence so does the H, domain Bn a,,. 
We will meet symmetry conditions later, which in the later special splitting 
cases will be implied by the symmetry of T, making H, symmetric for real s 
in (1). However, these other conditions are also satisfied for special non- 
symmetric T, which arise both in our convergence proofs here and in some 
quantum field theory applications. For these reasons, we do not now restrict 
T to be symmetric. 
Now with H, given by (I), we consider formal (no convergence required) 
power series in s denoted by 
x0 + 2 SPY, 
p=1 
with y, complex numbers and 
u + 2 Pvp 
p=1 
(3) 
with u ~vkl,, and v, E X. We say that they formally satisfy the characteristic 
equation 
(HO + sT) (u + 2 SP%) = (a + f$ spy,) (u + -jpk,) p=1 P=l 
(4) 
if the coefficients of like powers of s on the two sides are equal, specifically if 
(Ho - &I) v:, = - TV,-, + 2 ~vv,-v 
l-1 
for integer p > 1, denoting u = v. and I the identity operator. 
3 
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Now define P,, = E,({A,,}), 
inverse B, by the equation 
PL = I - P,, and the self-adjoint pseudo 
(Bo ~3 w) = J,,, (A - XoP 4Eo(4 (PP 4 
0 
for w E X and q in the domain of B,, the set of v E X such that 
(6) 
(7) 
Notice that .A0 = Pdy, B, = P,B, = BpL, P&, = 0 = B$,,, and that 
B, in (6) is bounded Hermitian on X if and only if &, is isolated in the spec- 
trum of Hw With this notation, we see that (5) is equivalent to the pair of 
equations 
Plvp = - B,(T - 711) ~~-1 +t<v& %@~--v~ (f-9 
-- 
Y+ = PoTvt+, - 2: ~Pov,-, 
l<V_<P-l 
over integer p 2 1, using 
(9) 
P,v, = PLU = 0, Po(Ho - AJ) = (Ho - A$) PO = 0, (10) 
and 
Povo = P,u = u. (11) 
From (8) and (9) it is clear that there is a great deal of freedom in finding 
solutions of (5); in particular, at the pth stage Pov, is completely free. We 
arbitrarily restrict this freedom by considering only those special sets of 
solutions (2) and (3) of (5) satisfying the following additional conditions. Let 
A0 be the span of a finite number of orthogonal linear manifolds &, 
each of which has an orthonormal basis {E(~,~}, 1 2 f 5 m(j) with 
& m(j) = m,, such that for each ,A! there exists a sequence of real iyV in (2) 
with {,y,} # {I~e} if +Y # j,&, that for each u~,~ there exists a sequence of 
,,ev, E X in (3), that the sequences {,yD} and {j,ev,} together form a solution 
of (5) for each u,,,, and finally that 
(i.E% %.d = 0 (12) 
for all p 2 1 and all u*,~P differing from 4,~ in &. 
For a j indexed set of distinct real sequences {n,} over p 2 1 we define 
the splitting order 1 of the set as the least integer Y 2 0 such that any two 
distinct sequences {,yD} and {,yyp} of the set have jyp # jryP for some 
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p < Y. For finite sets of such sequences it is clear that such I < + m exists; 
also 1 2 0 here, and 1 = 0 (called zero order splitting) is equivalent to there 
being only one sequence in the set. Thus for such finite sets of sequences 
with 1 the splitting order we can and do take j to be a multiple index, 
j = ( jl,iz, - , jr), with the integers j, indexing the distinct yk such that for 
all p 2 1 we have iypt = i~y,, over 1 5 n < p if and only if j, = j: for 
1 5 k < p (lexicographic indexing). 
We have thus formulated our problem, the investigation for I?,,, &,,, and T 
given as in (1) of sets of solutions of (5) satisfying the additional conditions 
stated in the paragraph containing (12). 0 ur answer to this problem is given in 
Theorem T. 1 (see [4]), which is too ungainly to reproduce here. 
For this theorem T. 1 we assume that H,, X,,, and T are as stated in the 
paragraph containing (1) and, with B, defined in (6) such. that for all integer 
p, 2 1 and m 2 1 the linear operator iterates 
[fi WW~] T 
k=l 
(13) 
contain A, in their domain (and are thus bounded on AO). Then we induc- 
tively define bounded operators jApon X, which have jA, = P,, jA, P,, and 
thus may be considered only on the finite dimensional subspaced,; assuming 
at each inductive pth stage that the bounded operator jPp_1 ,A, jP,-l on A,, 
is also Hermitian, then 
jPp-1 jA, jP,-1 = (- l)‘-l~ j’yp **Pp 
z 
(14) 
where j’ = (ji, ji, *a* , ji) has j; = i and jn = j: for n < p, (14) defining the 
jrys as the distinct real eigenvalues of jPp_1 jAp jPD_1 and defining ,tP, as the 
orthogonal projections onto the corresponding nonnull orthogonal eigen- 
subspaces of jPp-ldtf,,, taking jP, = P,, initially. As in the preceding para- 
graph, throughout j is the multiple lexicographic index of the real sequences 
jyP over integer p 2 1. Finally, to complete the inductive circle, j*A,* is 
defined by explicit (but lengthy) inductive formulas in terms of the jyB and 
jP, having p I p* - 2, as well as of B, and T. Hence in (14), ,A, actually 
depends only on j,, with n 5 p - 2 out of j = (jr, js, *se, j ), and thus the 
left side of (14) only on jn with n < p - 1. 
This describes the inductive construction in Theorem T. 1 of the real 
sequences $yD of splitting order I, with Z < + 00 since ms = (dim&,,) < + 03 
means that A0 can be split [i.e., more than one term appearing in the finite 
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sum on the right side of (1411 only finitely often. In the inductive formulas 
defining rA, above, we also define bounded operators Cj(p, 1) on X for integer 
p 2 0, and in terms of these 
j,Pr = I,s9-, (- l>‘i.E&-v cdy, 01 %E + (- II9 cj(P7 4 4.E (15) 
- 
for arbitrary complex sequences ,,e,9n over integer n 2 1 forms with the 
u9 a set of solutions of (5) satisfying all the conditions stated in the para- 
graph including (12). Theorem T. 1 also asserts conversely that any such 
solution ry, and j,+v,, of (5) must satisfy (14) and (15) for some complex 
sequences ,&. 
To explain the role of these arbitrary ,,e@,,, denote 
i.Ewp = (- 1)’ cAP, 0 *9,& (16) 
and thus by (15) j,Ew,, = j,fv, = uj,c agreeing with C,(O, I) = PO in our 
definition of C,(p, 1). Thus we have formally in (3), ignoring convergence 
questions, 
= [r.Ewo + $lspj.Ew9] + &LEA (3 sYfn j,C~v) 
V==O 
= (l + gls* j,EA) (j,iwo + glsp j,EW9) . (17) 
Hence the j.pj3,, are simply the power series coefficients of the arbitrary 
analytic scalar factor 1 + zz-, s” j,c,&, which arises since we have not 
imposed any normalization conditions on our purported eigenvector series (3). 
The condition in the above theorem T. 1 that jP,-l jA,, ,P,-, be Hermitian 
on A0 for p 2 1 is the symmetry condition referred to in the paragraph 
between (1) and (2). Th e next two theorems reduce the above general 
inductive construction to explicit noninductive formulas for two low splitting 
order special cases. It appears that the same methods used in these proofs 
would give similar results for any given splitting order case (see Section 6 
Qf r411- 
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For the first of these theorems, the I= 0 case, we need the following 
formulas for integer Y and n both 2 0 and Y 2 n - 1: 
w, 4 = (BOY if n = 0, (18) 
K(n, V) = 2 (B,)‘O (T - ylZ) (BO)Y-Yo if n = 1, (19) 
vo=o 
if n 2 2, the sum %,,y ,,..., y 
ordered n + 1 tuples (Y,,, *.s,” 
in (20) denoting summation over all distinct 








-- l_<?n~np (23) 
with 
for integer p 2 4, defining (0)o = 1 in the (p - 3)-fold product in (24). 
THEOREM T. 2. L.et Ho, &,, and T be as assumed in the paragraph con- 
taining (I), and also let the resulting operators (13) all contain .Ay, in their 
domain. In addition let real yp and operators A,, on X satisfy over integer p 2 I 
A, = P,TP,, (25) 
A, = PoTBOTP,,, (26) 
A, = PoTB,GJ$TPo if P 2 3, (27) 
A, = (- l)p-l yDPo 
with G, g&n by (18) - (24). 
if P2 1, (28) 
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Then the unique such y, and A, determined from (18) - (28) by induction 
over p 2 1 have P&P, = A, bounded Hermitian on A0 and coincide with the 
op and ,A, given by the existing inductive construction in Theorem T. 1, jyO = yB 
and jA, = A,, and also as constructed there iP, = P, and 
1 
PO if P =o, 
‘XP, q) = C,(P, 0) = BoTP, if P = 1, (29) 
BOG,+,BoTP,, if P>2, 
over p 2 0 and q 2 0. Moreover, the one element set formed by the sequence 
{yS) has splitting order I = 0 as dejinedfollowing (12). Defining qvp by (15) with 
(29) for {us} an orthonormal basis for A,, and for arbitrary complex sequences 
b%h the sequences &J f orm with {yr,} a set of solutions of (5) satisfying all 
the conditions stated in the paragraph including (12). 
Conversely, assuming the first sentence of this theorem and that (yD} and 
{6v*) with sv,, = u6 form a set of solutions of (5) satisfying all the conditions 
stated in the paragraph including (12) and having splitting order I= 0 as defined 
following (12), then A, defned by (25)- (27)) withG, determinedfrom {y,} by 
(18)- (24)) satisfies (28) and evs, satisfies (15) with (29) for some sequence 
of complex &,. 
COROLLARY T. 2.1. If the first sentence of Theorem T. 2 holds and if T is 
symmetric, then A, and A, defined by (25)-(27) are bounded Hermitian on ,lyO 
and X, and so also is A, for p > 3 defined by (18)- (27) for real ye, over 
1 < p’ < p - 2; sf also (28) holds for such y,, over all p 2 1, then all the 
conclusion of the second paragraph of Theorem T. 2 follow. 
We remark that the additional assumption of (28) in T. 2.1 amounts merely 
to assuming no splitting of A0 by the bounded Hermitian A, at each pth 
inductive stage, A, being determined by the preceding ypS of A,, for 
1 2 p’ 5 p - 2. This inductive assumption can be dropped by taking 
m, = 1, yielding the following corollary. 
COROLLARY T. 2.2. If the first sentence of Theorem T. 2 holds, if T is 
symmetric, andifm, = 1, then (la)-(28) &fi ne inductively bounded Hermitian 
operators A, on A,, and X and real ys wer integer p 2 1 for which all the con- 
clusions of the second paragraph of Theorem T. 2 follow. 
The proof of both these corollaries is obvious from T. 2, since here K(n, V) 
defined by (18)-(20) f or real y1 has PeTB&(n, v) BoTPO symmetric on finite 
dimensional A,,, and hence bounded Hermitian on .A0 and thus on X. 
In the next theorem we consider the special case where the splitting order 
I= 2, subject to the additional simplifying condition that 
POTPO = 0. (30) 
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Hence $yI = 0 over all j follows from (14) and A, = P,TP, in T. 1, and 
j = ( jI, js) has jI = 1 and can be replaced by the integer js 2 1. Here (30) 
could be replaced without much change in formulas by jyl = c, but it is 
essential that c not depend upon j. Here 
jB, = C (j/y2 - jYZ)-l jsp2* 
For our case I = 2 subject to (30) we use the rather more complicated for- 
mulas than (18)-(28) following. First for integer n 2 0 and Y 2 0 and for 
s = {si} a sequence of integer components si 2 0 over integer i 2 1 satis- 




qn, v; s> (33) 
as the sum over all distinct iteration product sequential orderings of n sepa- 
rate factors T, of Y separate factors I?,, and of s, factors &i = &,2&B,)’ TB, 
over i 2 1 such that each separate T factor is separated from the next by the 
iteration product of one or more factors B, or jLi* The B, and T factors in 
jL, are not counted with the separate ones in adding up to v and n. We 
understand by this definition that K,(O, 0; 0) = I, and that &(n, V; s) = 0 
if (32) fails. 
Next with 7 = (Q} a sequence of integer components rk 2 0 over integer 
k 2 2, define for integer p 2 3 the set S, of all those (n, v; s, 7) with n, V, 
s, and 7 as above such that the following are satisfied in addition to (32): 
si = 0 for i >p - 3, -rk=O for K>p-2; (34) 











or else both G = SB,c over i 2 1 and rk = s,~,~ over k 2 2 with p 2 5. 
With S, so defined, we define 
,Gg = Kj (l,O; 0) = T if P =3, 
G f 9= 2 fg(% v; s, q [fJ ((- l)x,Y,)zk] JG(% vi 5) if p 2 4, 
h,*;S,TkSo 
with (0)” = 1 here as in (24), where the nonnegative integer valued function 
f, over p 2 3 will be proved by induction to exist uniquely to satisfy the 
requirements that it vanish outside S,, that 
f*(LO;O,O) = 1, w 
f,K4 0; 0, Lz) = 1 if p 2 4, (41) 
and that for p 2 4, (II, V; s) # (0,O; 0), and (n; s, T) E Sg the follow% six 
equations are satisfied: 
fg(n, v; s, 7) =f*1@ - I, v - 1; s, q, (42.1) 
fs(% v; 894 = s f&b v - 1; s, 7 - Sk), (42.2) 
Biks-n-8 
f9(% v; s, 4 =fs& - 1, v; s - 61, $, (42.3) 
fD(% v; s,q = 2 f@& vi s - 6, ‘c - %), (42.4) 
S<k<9--9 
fg(% v; s, $ = 2 i--lsqig-4 
X 
2 
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X 2 g(+)fp+*(n, v; s - si, 7 - 6, - 7') 
I 
(42.6) 
7’ gza r;=i-1, 
I! C;=pr;=q+2i-z 
if 2 I i < p - 3, except that each one of these six equations is dropped as a 
requirement on f,, whenever the argument (tt’, v’; s’) on the right side either 
violates (32) or has n’ < 0 or v’ < 0 or s: < 0 for some i 2 1. As notation in 
(40)-(42), all addition of s and 7 vectors is defined componentwise, and the 
vector S, is defined as that having the components a,*, = (1 if k = q, 0 other- 
wise). 
The nonnegative integer valued function g(v) arising in (42.5) and (42.6) 
is defined uniquely over T = (TV}, with integer Q 2 0 over integer k 2 2 
and with 1 2 z:” kG2 Q < + ~0, by g(T) = 0 if ~a > 0 and if TV = 0 by the 
requirements 
if (43) 
such g(x) obviously existing unique by induction on q = x;,“,, Tk 2 1. We 
also use g(T) so defined to define 
~3.4 [a (t- 1):m)‘l ($4)q+2 A,+~--v (45) 
for integer p 2 1, with (0)’ = 1 here as in (24). 
With the formulas (32)-(45) we can now state our theorem following for 
splitting order 1 = 2 subject to (30). Just as in Corollaries T. 2.1 and T. 2.2, 
we remark here, still assuming (30) and the first sentence of T. 2, that if T 
is also assumed symmetric, then the operators P,TB&(n, v; s) BoTPo given 
by (33) for real i?/z must all be bounded Hermitian on A,,. Hence so will be 
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J, with jya real as constructed inductively by (46) and (47) following, and 
the only additional assumption made in the first paragraph of the following 
theorem T. 3 is that the splitting ofA by the IA?, arises for p = 2 only. 
Also notice in the statement of the following theorem that (30) is included 
in the first line of (46). 
THEOREM T. 3. Let H,,, &, and T satisfy the conditions in thefkt sentence 
of Theorem T. 2. In addition let real jy9 and operators jA, on X satisfy over 
integer p 2 1 
A, = PoTPo = 0, 
A, = P,TB,TP,,, 
jA, = PoTI3, jG, B,,TPo if 
jY1 = 0 9 
4 = 2: (- iYd P,, 
j 
iPz ,A, ,Ps = (- l)‘-1 $79 jPz if 
P 2 3, (46) 
P 2 3, (47) 
where the $G, are given by (32)- (44) with jB, in (33) given by (31), where 
PO = & jP2, and where {jP%) is a jinite set, corresponding one-to-one with 
{jyz}, of two or more orthogonal projections having mutually orthogonal ranges. 
Then the unique such *ye and jA, determined from (31) plus (32)- (44) plus 
(46) and (47) by induction over p 2 1 have A,, A,, and jP2 jA,. jPz for 
p’ 2 3 to be bounded Hermitian onJo, and coincide with the iyz, and jA,given 
by the existing inductive construction in Theorem T. 1. Moreover, +Pz there and 
here agree, and as constructed there jP1 = P, and jP* = jPz for p > 2, 
G(O, 2) = p,, 
Cj( 1 t 2) = BoTPo + Ej( I), 
C&s 2) = Bo jGs+, BoTPo + &TE,Cp - 1) + E,(P) (48) 
for integer p 2 2, C&p, q) = Cj(p, 2) for q 2 2 andp 2 0, and 
pOcj(P, 2, = &(P) (49) 
for p 2 1 with Ej(p) defined by (45). Also Cy9) has splitting order 2 = 2 as 
defined following (12). Defining jSEv, by (15) with (48) for {u,,~} an arbitrary 
orthonormal basis over [for ,A = jPz A,,, and for arbitrary complex sequences 
{&,], the sequences {*,Q~) fern with &yp) a set of solutions of (5) satisfying 
all the conditions stated in the paragraph including (12). 
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Conversely, still assuming the first sentence of Theorem T. 2, if (jyp} and 
(j,av,} with j,EvO = uj,e form a set of solutions of (5) satisfying all the conditions 
stated in the paragraph including (9) and having splitting order I= 2, and if 
jyl = 0 for all j, then (30) holds and jA,, defked by (46) with jG, determined 
from ijyp} by (31) plus (32)-(441, satisjies (47) and j.gvp satisfies (15) 
with (48) and (45) for some sequence of complex j,,t&. 
We are now ready to state our convergence theorems, tw-o slightly dif- 
ferent ones for the T.2 situation and one for the T. 3 situation. Fortunately 
these are much more easily stated than either T. 2 or T. 3, and the only 
additional formulas needed are the following [see (2) and (3)]: 
hj(s) = &I + 2 sp jyp, 
p=1 




with s complex, the convergence of (50) and (51) being described in the 
theorems following. With j~I as in the respective T. 2 and T. 3 first para- 
graphs, the boundedness conditions used are: first that 
I( P,,T(B,J1+“~ (T - &) (B,,)1+“2 ... (T - &) (B,#+“* TP,, I/ < rn+‘pn+“, 
(52) 
for all j and all integer n 2 0 and integer yk 2 0 with v = ci,, uk, should 
hold for some positive finite real p and r, the case n = 1 meaning 
11 P,,T(&#+Y TP, I/ 5 r2p1+” 
and n = 0 meaning (/ POTP,, (1 < r; secondly that 
1) (B,#+“’ (T - r~ll) (B,)l+Yr ... (T - jyIZ) (BO)l+‘n TP, /j _< grntlp”+“, 
(53) 
I( T(Bo)l+Y1 (T - ryIL) (B,J1+“2 ... (T - &) (B,,)‘+yn TP,, // < Trn+lpn+V 
in the same way for n 2 1 for some fixed 7, 0 < 7 < + ~0. 
THEOREM T.4. Let H,,, A,, and T satisfy the conditions in the first paragraph 
of Theorem T. 2 If in addition (52) holds, then for all complex s satisfying 
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the series(50) is absolutely convergent; if in addition both (52) and (53) hold 
with the same I and p, then fiw complex s satisjjing (54) both (50) is absolutely 
convwgent and the ev,given, by (1.5) and (29) in the T. 2 second paragraph 
with & = 0 chosen, ha-~ J!lTS,, / s ( v 11 [v, 11 < + 00, (51) converges in Xtwrm, 
and the h(s) and wds) given by (SO) and (51) satisfy 
(4, + ST) w&l = W WE(S) 
with w((s) in the domain of H, and T and 
P,w&) = 246 (56) 
over 1 I 5 < m,, tk set of m, vectors {We) being linearly independent. 
Moreover, (54) is sharp in the sense that .there exist &, &,, and T satiszng 
all the ahwe hypotheses including both (52) and (53) for which the radius of 
convergence of (50) is exactly (3rp)-‘. 
THRORRM T. 5. If to the hypotheses of Theorem T. 4 is added the additiona2 
condit&m that 
P,V’ - ~14 f’l = 0, (57) 
then the same conclu.&ns follow with (54) replaced &y tk condita& 
which is sharp in the same serve as before. 
In Theorems T. 4 and T. 5, the yp are estimated by (7.13) and (8.13) in 
Sections 7 and 8 of [4]. 
For our final convergence theorem, for which (52) and the first paragraph 
of Theorem T. 3 will be assumed, we need some additional definitions. First 
we define, the minimum being over pairs j’, j, 
p = WY @in I i3/2 - N2 I> > 0, i’fi (59) 
and then define a > 0 as the unique positive solution of 
(12 + cap) a + (26 + 2c,p) a2 + 8a9 + 8a4 = (16)-l 3&min p, 1) m 
where c, = 3 + (3)2/3 + (3)l’a + 1, and thus c, is approximately 7.51. We 




with asymptotic equality as p + O+. 
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THIKNW T. 6. Let H,,, h, and T satisfv the conditions in thefirstparagraph 
of Theorem T. 3. If in addition (52) holds, then for all complex s satisfy’ng 
[see (60) defining a] 
the series (50) is absolutely convergent fm all j; if in addition both (52) and (53) 
hold with the same r and p, then for complex s satisfying (62) both (50) is 
absolutely convergent and the i,~v,, given by (15) and (48) in the T. 3 second 
paragraph with j,i#p = 0 chosen, have ZCp, 1 s (P (( ~,Ev, I/ < + 00, (51) COW 
verges in X norm, and the Xj(s) and Wj,t(s) given by (50) and (51) satisfy 
tHO + ST) wi.E(S) =Us) wj,E(s) (63) 
with wj,;(s) in the domain of H, and T and 
ip2 wj,E(s) = %.E (64) 
for each j and [, 1 2 5 < (d’ rm j-lu) and +,N = jPz do, the set (w,, c(s)} wer 
arch 5 b&g lincmly rirdependmrtfm each j, and the $4 spanningJ, 
In Theorem T. 6, the $y,, are estimated crudely by (9.49) of [4J. 
All three of these convergence theorems are proved by majorant arguments, 
since the explicit formulas in T. 2 and T. 3 appear too difficult to handle in 
any other way. Specifically, from the boundedness conditions (52) and (53) 
we are able to construct finite dimensional operators which allow (50) to be 
computed easily by using determinants and which have their coefficients in 
(50) dominating those in (50) for the original operators. These finite dimen- 
sional operators constructed also easily give the sharpness of (54) and (58). 
Also we remark that our formulas (15)-(29) for the simplest branching 
case I= 0 differ somewhat in appearance from the comparable ones of 
Rellich [3, p. 3601. There are two reasons for this situation, first that we 
have reduced our inductive formulas here to explicit noninductive ones while 
Rellich’s formulas are inductive; secondly that we have left the &, free and 
have not tried to choose them so that {We} in (51) becomes orthonormal 
and also has WE(S) “normed” in the sense of Rellich [3, p. 3581. It appears 
that these conditions could be satisfied by suitable &,, but (55) and (56) show 
that $,, = 0 could satisfy only if w;(s) = ug, xFz2 ( y. 1 = 0, and Tut = ylus, 
which is not generally true. Thus orthonormality and such “normed” 
conditions would generally require an unpleasant reworking of the conver- 
gence theorems T. 4-T. 6 with j,f& # 0. Since linear combinations over 5 of 
the already found w~,~(s) always afford orthonormality for each fixed j, there 
seems no theoretical point in such reworking. 
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We also remark that Bloch [5J has given completely noninductive formulas 
for yP in this I=0 splitting case; our formulas (15)-(29), although giving 
explicit noninductive operator formulas, still are inductive through the 
dependence upon the earlier scalars yo. See also Huby [fj]. 
We close by commenting upon some ramifications of the above results. 
First it appears (see [4]) from the analogy of the proof of T. 3 in Section 6 
with that of T. 2 in Section 5, and likewise the proof of T. 6 in Section 9 
with that of T. 4 in Section 7, that we may expect these methods to extend 
to any given splitting case. Naturally, the computations will become drastic- 
ally less pleasant with the increase in the number of p for which $3, # 0 for 
somej, indicating splitting at the pth stage. It would be desirable, but probably 
difficult, to prove generally the analogue of T. 3 and T. 6 for any splitting 
case; the same applies to giving a general procedure for estimating the radius 
of convergence of our perturbation series for any splitting case. Finally along 
these lines, it is clear from Section 9 that the estimate (62) can be improved; 
however, it does not appear easy to get a sharp estimate as in T. 4 and T. 5. 
In earlier work on perturbation series, the only sharpness results we have 
found are given by Kato [7, pp. 334-3351 for multiplicity RZ~ = 1. 
Another open question is the explicit characterization of T such that all 
the jPs_1 ,A9 ,P,-, be Hermitian in T. 1. Since /\o isolated and T symmetric 
implies this Hermitian condition by earlier work and the converse third 
paragraph of T. 1, and since the isolation or nonisolation of h, does not 
affect the inductive definition (IO)-(18) of [4] plus (14) of jAp and jPD-l, it 
appears certain that symmetry of T implies this Hermitian condition, as was 
remarked in the T. 2 and T. 3 special splitting cases. Again a general proof 
would be desirable. 
Finally, a very interesting problem would be the question of weakening (52) 
and (53) with nonisolated &, and at least obtaining asymptotic results along 
the lines of [l]. Our boundedness conditions (52) and (53) are already suf- 
ficiently weak to be implied by the standard analytic perturbation conditions 
(see [3]) with /\o isolated, B, and TB,, then being bounded on X. Speisman’s 
conditions [8, (1) and (4), p. 11851 are very similar to this, and likewise 
imply our (52) and (53). 
In Section 10 of [4] we exhibit an example for which all the hypotheses of 
Theorem T. 5 are satisfied including the boundedness conditions (52) and 
(53), but which has h, not isolated in the spectrum of Ha. However, in this 
example we may say that h, is essentially isolated in the spectrum of Ha with 
respect to T, by which we mean that there exists a subspace Y of X reducing 
both H,, and T for which A,, is isolated in the spectrum of the restriction of 
H,, to Y, and for which the eigenspace of h, for this Y restriction coincides 
with that for the whole space X. Note, in general, that with such essential 
isolation a perturbation series for & obtained by applying the standard 
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isolated perturbation theorems referred to above to Y also serves as one for X. 
Under the special simplifying assumptions of the following lemma (which are 
satisfied in the Section 10 example), condition (52) (which now degenerates to 
the n = 1 case) actually implies such essential isolation; thus at least here our 
boundedness conditions are not a very significant weakening of the standard 
isolated perturbation hypotheses. 
LEMMA T. 7. If H,, &,, and T satisfy the conditions of the jrst sentence of 
Theorem T. 2, if T is symmetric and satis$es 
PoTPo = 0 = P,TP,, (65) 
if condition (52) is satisjied, and if m, = 1 (this last may be dropped), then 
VP = (- (l/p) + 4, &,)u (h,, X, + (UP)) ha the range space Z of GAv,) 
reduce T with Tz = 0 for z E Z, the orthogonal complement Y of Z in X has 
A,, isoZated in the spectrum of the restriction of H, to Y with Y reducing both 
T and H,, and all the Theorem T. 5 hypotheses are satisfid. 
As soon as the reduction of T by Z is shown, we see from Corollary T. 2.2 
that all the other assertions are obvious. Choosing unit u,, EJ~, we have 
P,,w = (w, uO) q, over w E X, and (52), with (65) and the symmetry of T, 
becomes over integer v 2 0 
y2,2+” 2 1 (T(B,#+’ Tu,, u,J 1 = I (l$+‘Tu,, Tu,) I 
zzz 
IS 
(A - &)-‘l+“’ d&(h) Tu,, TV,). 
as;a, 
Thus, defining the Bore1 measure p by p(A) = (E,(A) Tu,, Tu,), 
over integer n 2 1 by taking Y = 2n - 1. Thus, by monotone convergence, 
r2 > lim -n++m I, b2V - ho)21-” 444 = .c,- (+ a) 44% 
P 
and thus 0 = p(Vp) = /) I$,( VP) Tu,, // and E,( VP) Tu, = 0. Thus 
(z, Tu,) = (E,( VP) z, Tu,) = (~1 C,( vp) T%) = 0 
for all z E Z. 
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Also (65) shows that the domain of T is the whole of X (thus making T 
bounded Hermitian on X), and also 
(2, TN = (PLz, TP,w) = (2, P,TP,w) = o 
for all z E Z and w E PLX. Thus from the previous sentence and the fact 
I - P, = PO and Pox = (x, u,,) u, we have (z, TX) = 0 for all z E 2 and 
x E X; hence T(Zl) E Z*. Also (Tz, x) = (2, Tx) = 0 for all z E 2 and 
x E X shows T2 = 0 E Z for all 2 E 2. and Z reduces T as desired. 
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